The Modern Heritage Foundation is a non-profit foundation dedicated to researching
and disseminating information on the use of new technologies to record, evaluate, and
manage heritage resources, including archaeological sites, historic structures, and
cultural landscapes. The Foundation works with technology providers, academic
institutions, government agencies, and private industry practitioners to conduct field
and laboratory tests of various technologies in heritage resource settings. Upon study
completion, reports and results are disseminated through the foundation’s website ModernHeritage.net. The foundation provides a forum to support the seamless
integration of new technologies in heritage resource management and to encourage
public outreach and education on the benefits of technologies to heritage resource
management.
The Modern Heritage Foundation also oversees the Advanced Metal Detecting for the
Archaeologist (AMDA) program, the first RPA sanctioned course of its kind. AMDA has
created a bridge between the archaeological community and the metal detector industry
that is becoming internationally recognized.
The Modern Heritage Foundation’s first cooperative corporate partnership is with Fisher
research labs on the development of metal detectors strictly designed for the
archaeologist. The two metal detectors, Pro-Arc and the Pro-Tech have features not
found on other detectors as well as being ready to go, self contained, and proven
instrument for archaeological applications in the field. Whether you are mapping near
surface nail cloud scatters (Pro-Tech, Pro-Arc), chasing lead on a battlefield (Pro-Arc), or
isolating burned features (Pro-Tech), these detectors are very consistent and reliable
producers of quality data for archaeological investigations.
The Modern Heritage Foundation is proud to have been a part of this cooperative effort
in developing these archaeological metal detectors and is excited that Fisher is making
these products for use by archaeologists. Fisher has also agreed to donate 4% of all sales
revenues to The Modern Heritage Foundation for future scholarships, research grants
and historic preservation efforts.
Regards,

General information on the Modern Heritage and AMDA: modernhertitage.net
Detector information: pseverts@newsouthassoc.com or Gene Scullion, GScullion@frsttx.com
Sales: Don Dodson, Phone (706) 264-6011, Email dldent972@gmail.com
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•"Lightweight,"well"balanced"and"intuitive"menu"driven"interface"
•"Large"LCD"screen"
•"Target:ID"and"depth"indicator"
•"Discriminate"or"All"Metal"Mode""
""""Easy"push:button"actuated"Ground"Balance"&"PinPoint"
•"Continuous"Ground"Phase"and"Ground"Balance"readout"
""""(trace"the"outline"of"burned"structures"with"these"features)"
•"Long"battery"life"(one"9V"included)""
""""and"very"easy"to"change"in"the"field"
•"Includes"everything"needed"to"map"a"site"
""for"metal"objects:"
"""":"Carry"bag"
:"Cap"
"""":"Stereo"Headphones" :"Raincover"
"
:"Field"repair"kit*"
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""*image"not"shown"
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